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Project Title:

Dates visited by Advisor:

To assess the rehabilitation of the mariculture facility at Motupore Island Research Centre, Papua
New Guinea. - File: Pro 7/54/2/5

Arrived on Monday 18th of April, 2005 and departed on the morning of 20th April, 2005.

Advisor:
John Morrison,
Facility Manager,
The Aquarium Complex,
James Cook University,
Townsville, Australia
Agreement:
Between the Secretariat of the Pacific Community
and the James Cook University, Townsville, Australia - MOU-3/05-JCU
Goal:
To assess the options associated with the rehabilitation the mariculture facilities, provide indicative
costing and include the establishment of a new
quarantine room at Motupore Island Research
Centre (MIRC).
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Objectives:
1. Carry out a thorough site inspection to assess the existing facilities and infrastructure
with the Director of MIRC, Dr. Mark Baine and
MIRC’s Technical Officer, Mr. Casper Dako.
2. Discuss their desired needs and requirements
to rehabilitate the research station in readiness
for multiple research projects to cover their
present needs and their future.
3. To provide a written report outlining a seawater systems and other relevant infrastructure
required at MIRC to attract local and international scientists.
4. To meet with Mr. Augustine Mobiha (National
Fisheries Association) who unfortunately was
unavailable at the time of my visit, due to other work commitments.

Observations from site visit
The Research Station consists of a large building
that houses the wet lab, the library and dry lab
combined, a dive facility, a general workshop and
storage area. This building is fairly sound, but the
concrete slab will need some immediate attention
on the north/western corner, where the steel reinforcement is exposed to the salty air and a few
of the fabricated roof beams need the dry rot sections replaced.
Adjacent to this building is a dilapidated shaded
area, more than likely used for holding fin fish in
large open tanks. It looked like it hadn’t been used
for sometime. It had no rain protection and did not
seem sufficiently versatile for the many different
types of research; to allow experiments that use
multiple small tanks etc. like coral, sponges or
even juvenile fish replication experiments. It was
probably built for a particular type of fish experiment, some time ago. This area has definitely
moved past its use by date.

The station has a portable petrol driven seawater
pump and header tank that supplies seawater to
both areas from the Bootless Bay in front of the
station. The bay being shallow, due to the fringing
reef and it dries out during some low tides, this
would leave the pipeline exposed to the sun and
elevate the water temperature a few degrees
warmer than desired or even make it unusable at
certain times of the year. Sediment run off during
the falling tides would then be sucked into the
intake pipeline and this also would cause quite a
problem too. The pump adequately offers seawater
to each area, but I doubt if it would supply reliable,
clean and temperate seawater for the longer term
experiments.

Saltwater intake and discharge

Shade covered tank area

Saltwater header tank
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The Island’s sole power source is by a single diesel
powered generator, which was apparently renewed
in October 2004. It is housed in a moderate structure; however the area surrounding it, needs immediate attention by providing coverage, adequate
protection from the weather and any unexpected
spillages from the 200 litre drums. Another smaller generator is sat idle inside the shed, but I don’t
think it is usable in its present state. Power is transmitted via overhead cables to the Dry lab where it
is distributed out to all the other buildings. A fallen
palm tree was still resting upon a power pole and
cables after a storm, 2 days ago and threatened to
snap the power line which would severe the power
to the station completely.

low or simply, it could be used as an emergency
back up if the main generator breaks down. A new
manual change-over switch to allow for synchronised switching between the two generators will
be required. The building that houses the generators will need some minor structural work or at
least a new roof and whirly bird to increase cool
airflow into the shelter. It should have some sound
proofing too, but it is not a priority.
A new day tank that has the capacity to hold
enough fuel to run the big generator for approximately 30 hours should be situated adjacent to
them both, will ensure it should never run out of
fuel, if and only if, the “day tank” is filled every
morning without fail. Provisions to pump each 200
litre diesel drum into the day tank via a diesel
transfer pump and filtration system is another task
that can simplify the daily operations.
The new roof should include shelter for the full
and empty 200 litre drums of fuel and a bunded
concrete area be provided as containment in case
of a tank rupture or accidental spill etc.

The generator shed

Inside generator shed

The Proposal
Electrical system
Due to the relatively new generator, I see no reason to replace it, as it should provide enough capacity to service the existing facility and any new
additions. However, a new or reconditioned smaller
generator should be purchased which would provide power when the occupancy on the island is
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The power should then be laid in large 100mm
diameter conduits; 600mm under ground all the
way to the distribution board in the Wet Lab for
supply to the sub-boards through-out the station.
Underground power will give the station a more reliable and safer power system. Service pits will be
placed every 20 - 30 metres or when the service
trench changes direction dramatically.
Each sub-board should have lightening strike arrestor installed and on certain sub-boards power
filter should be fitted to manage power spikes and
fluctuations where computers or electronics are
used. The lightening strike arrestors take inductive
loads from the lightening and take it to ground,
therefore saving most electrical equipment from
burning out or being destroyed.
All 240 volt power outlets will have fitted RCD
(residual current devices) circuit breakers to each
of them and be individually marked for identification purposes in the sub-boards. All power outlets
in the wet lab, quarantine lab or outside area will
require waterproof outlets to a rating of at least
IP 53 (Aust. Electrical Std.) but preferably IP 65 rating. All fluorescence lighting throughout should
be of a polycarbonate weatherproof housing and
have RCD circuit breaker protection too.

Table A. Cost associated with the rehabilitation of the electrical system.
Electrical System

Cost AU$

Upgrade entire roof of generator shed and include the bunded storage area

800

Construct a 10 m2 bunded concrete slab to hold 200 litre drums of diesel

600

Purchase a new 20 – 30 kW generator to match existing generator(same brand)
Manual change-over switch and related electrical circuitry

25,000
3,000

120 metres x 100 mm diameter electrical conduit

800

150 metres of 3 phase 5 core electrical cable

900

3 x Service pits

210

60 pole mains power distribution board

3,000

10 x 3 phase circuit breakers

1,000

30 x Single pole RCD circuit breakers

3,600

Powerline filters to VSD pumps and main accommodation sub-boards

1,000

Lightening strike arrestors on mains to all sub boards

500

Hire of trencher for 2 days and operator

1,200

Builder and labourer (4 days @$110/hr)

4,400

Electrical contractor and labour ( 6 days @ $130/hr)

7,800

Diesel transfer pump and setup

900

Diesel day tank and stand ~ 350 litres using given estimates
Total

Seawater system
The pumping system would be best suited if it
was situated close to the generator shed but far
enough away from it to allow maintenance or repairs without the noise of the generators.
The pumps will sit on a concrete plinth and be
slightly elevated to protect it from the high spring
tides etc. The suction lines will run above the
ground and follow the shoreline around to the
west side of the island for about 200 metres before veering off into deep water 25 metres out.
The reason for the seawater to be drawn from the
other side of the island is because of the only deep
section close the island and it is to a great advantage to have cool, clean temperate water. Most of
the island has a fringing reef right the way around it
and prevents easy reach of the required cool, clean
seawater without the extended run. Also if the
pipelines did run across the fringing reef, not only
would the water temperature elevate at low tides,
but the run off at low tides would be warm and be
very turbid, making coral work nearly impossible.

1,290
56,000

They will require securing using galvanised chain
and galvanised star pickets every 10 metres or
where ever possible, depending on the substrata.
To assist with the daily temperature elevation of
the seawater during the summer months and because of the colour and material of the suction
pipe, I suggest the pipe line be hidden in the foliage which will protect them from the sun and be
out of public view. From there they will go into a
deep section of the coastline to about 10 metres
below the surface and at least 2 metres off the
bottom. Special foot valves and strainers are required to restrict bio fouling and loss of prime. The
two Grundfos Pumps, which are specially made for
seawater, will have variable speed drives (VSD) to
self regulate the amount of seawater they need
to pump. Pressure is adjusted simply by pressing
the buttons on the intelligent (‘E’ Type) motor.
The seawater feed lines will run above the electrical conduit in the service trench all the way via a
distribution manifold to direct the water to either
the sand filters, direct to the header tank tower
and gravity feed the coral experiments or direct
to the outside tank area.
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A suggested new site to draw seawater from

The old steel framed header tank stand should be
rejuvenated with paint etc, and used to service the
wet lab with raw seawater when required.
Power to the pumps will come from the main
power distribution enclosure at the back of
the Wet Lab via the main service trench to
both pump isolators. Special Powerline Filters
should be fitted to the mains power from the
distribution board to protect the electronics in the VSD electric motors on the pumps.

Grundfos CRT 8 at JCU

Only one pump will operate if demand is low,
however both could run simultaneously to deliver
the desired amount of seawater, when required
depending on how many or what experiments are
running. It would be completely automated by
the intelligent ‘E’ motors on the pumps. In case
of a pump failure, the other pump should still provide fresh seawater to the animals at a reduced
volume, depending on demand.

Table B. Costs associated with the rehabilitation of the seawater system.
Seawater System
Pump station pad 2.5m x 3.0m and shelter
3 phase power to pump station including isolator from main distribution board
2 x seawater pump

Cost AU$
1,350
800
15,.000

2 x Polyethylene Pre–filter (before pump)

1,850

63mm PN 12.5 polyethylene delivery line x 150m

2,000

90mm PN 12.5 polyethylene suction line x 200m

2,800

2 x Swing check Foot valve arrangement

3,000

Pipework anchors and local labour

1,800

Refurbishment of the existing header tank and structure

1,200

Valves and pipework in and out of pump

1,200

Plumber and labourer (4 days @ $110/hr)

4,400

Distribution area near labs
2 x sand filters

2,400

Fabricated manifold to deliver seawater to the areas

1,500

Electrical Contractor and Labourer (3 days @ $130 /hr)

3,900

Total
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43,200

Multi tank areas at JCU

The wet lab
This building requires some minor repairs to the
concrete slab and the fabricated roofing beams
and removal of the existing shade cloth or fly
screen from the side wall.
Minor repairs to existing building

Dry rot in roof beams

Secure clear vinyl solar weave to existing wall
frames, which will let natural light in, but will provide protection from wind and rain. They could be
rolled up in the hotter months at an added cost to
assist with the ventilation; two whirly bird extractors should be installed in the roof.

The floor would need to be pressure cleaned
and a special membrane applied to protect the
existing concrete from the corrosive seawater
and prevent anyone from slipping over when it
gets wet. The membrane should be extended up
the wall some 200mm to stop water damage to
wall. The existing wall between the dive area and

Exposed concrete reinforcement

the wet lab will be clad with hardiflex sheeting
both sides http://www.lookhome.com.au/Products/External+Sheet+Claddings/HardiFlexSheets/
default.htm and painted with a sealer and water
based acrylic paint.
Bird-proof all surfeits around the entire building
with screen mesh is highly recommended.
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Install 6 waterproof (2 x 36w) light battens to the
ceiling and all wall power points should be positioned around 1.8m above the floor.
Using the existing bench, screw timber batons
around the entire perimeter of the bench top and
then lay fibreglass to the top to contain seawater spills. At 2 metre intervals an outlet should
be inserted to drain the seawater back via the
100mm DWV return pipework, to Bootless Bay.
Glass aquaria or plastic tank experiments could
be used in this area on flow through circulation
or using the shelving below, a combined biological
filter and sump arrangement, and a small submersible pump would provide a closed tank experiment
that could be replicated many times.
On the opposite side of the wet lab, there is room
for 6 x 1000 litre oval flat bottom Reln troughs
website: (http://www.reln.com.au/html/agriculture.html ), with the option to use either several

10 litre domestic buckets or 7 x 68 litre round
Nally IPO15 containers – website: (http://www.
blythenterprises.com.au/plastics.htm #Nally) in
each trough for more replicated experiments or
even holding brood stock pairs for a larval breeding program. These troughs require a single support structure for each trough and approximately
0.6 metre space between each trough to allow
access on both sides. Running along the wall will
be a 100 mm DWV return pipe which collects the
water from each tank and it take the water back
out to the bay by gravity. Down the centre I suggest using several hardwood and fibreglass top wet
tables for either class dissections or open teaching style class work etc. or if required, more glass
aquaria holding capacity. These would drain either
directly or through a collection tank to catch the
animal waste, into the existing floor waste and
back to the ocean.

Table C. Costs associated with the rehabilitation of the wet lab.
The Wet Lab Area
Resources to repair slab and roof beams

2,500

Clear Solarweave vinyl cladding of fly screened wall

1,500

Floor membrane (120 m @ $65/m )

7,800

2

2

Hardiflex to clad wall between dive area and wet lab

950

6 x weatherproof 2 x 36w light battens

720

14 x Clipsal weatherproof double power outlets

910

4 x weatherproof ceiling mounted drop down power outlets

320

Cable and electrical equipment for lights and power outlets

600

Removable floor grate for floor drain

300

Replace existing doors ( 4 doors)

800

PVC Pipe work to both sides and centre

2,500

Fibreglass for the bench refurbishment

2,500

Tank support – blocks and timber

600

6 x Reln 1000 litre troughs

2,880

40 x Nally IPO 15 – 68 litre white plastic containers

1,800

Filter boxes on outgoing pipework back to Ocean

1,200

Paint all inside and out

1,380

3 x Hardwood wet tables (1800 x 900)

4,500

Tradesmen (1 x builder + labourer and 1 electrician + labourer - 7 days)
Total
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Cost AU$

16,800
50,560

A special non-recirculating (100% air exchange)
split air conditioning system that could be closely
regulated and specially treated coils to handle the
corrosive environment. Expected operating range
would be from 20 degrees C to 34 degrees C.
General access will be through double doors this
allows for large tank access, in future.

4500 litre & 2500 litre tanks
in Greenhouse structure - JCU

The quarantine “Q” room
This quarantine room will be built at the back
of the wet lab where the workshop is presently
situated. It will occupy only one half of that space,
while the other half will have the Main Power
Distribution board and be used for a secure
storage area.
This quarantine room will not have any windows
and the roof and all the walls will be internally
insulated and clad inside and out with compressed
concrete sheeting (Hardiflex), which is water resistant and weatherproof. The floor should include
a floor waste to drain unexpected overflows and
wash downs. Paint both inside and outside with
a water based acrylic paint to seal it and a special membrane should be applied to the pressure cleaned concrete floor and should extend
up the wall some 200mm for protection to the
walls from moisture creep. The ceiling lighting
will be operated by 24 hr timer c/w manual over
ride switch. Double weatherproof power outlets
should be positioned above 1.8 metres from the
floor and there should be at least 4 outlets per
wall. These outlets are for the addition of internal
lights, power head pumps, aquarium heaters, etc.

The water system would be a closed system for
quarantine work, but it could be switched to a semirecirculated system very easily for less restrictive
experiments. It shall consist of a collection sump
that will duplicate as storage water as well. The
sump shall be of either concrete construction or a
low profile polyethylene tank and be dug into the
ground. The depth will solely depend on at what
depth that the groundwater will infiltrate. If a concrete one is chosen, it may have to be a shallow
tank of large area and have a membrane coating
inside. If a poly tank is chosen it will require hold
down straps to stop it popping out of the ground,
when water table is up, in this case when the tide
is in. It should have a capacity of about 2500 litres minimum to about 5000 litre maximum. It
should be accessible to clean and totally drain.
An Onga pool pump will pump the water either
through Waterco bag filters and a Wedeco AVP UV
filter for sterilization before it is pumped into the
quarantine lab or through a Carrier heater/chiller,
biological filter and back to storage tank. Once inside the room it can be distributed to tanks, glass
aquaria or troughs. After it leaves the tanks via return pipes it will need to pass through an open
screen filter box to trap the large particles before
the water goes into the storage tank again.
Experiments that require natural light instead of
artificial light, but still require full quarantine facilities, I suggest a partitioned area within the Outside
Tank Area be set up complete with a separate water system (water storage container, pump, filters
and sterilizing unit). The discharge water will pass
through the UV sterilizer and be treated with a low
dose of chlorine (5%) to kill any pathogens etc. and
then left in direct sunlight for a few days to rid the
water of any chlorine before it is tested and discharged to the ocean. This option can be installed
instead of the room or at any other time.
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Typical multi tank experiment in quarantine rooms -JCU

Table D. Costs associated with the construction of a quarantine room.
The “Q” Room

Cost AU$

Cladding with Hardiflex – walls and ceiling
Insulation batts – 48m

2,200
450

2

2 x external doors

800

Floor membrane (20m2 @$65/m2)

1,300

4 x Pierlite weatherproof 1 x 36W light fittings

400

11 x Clipsal weatherproof double power outlets

960

Specially treated 100% exchange Temperzone air conditioner

6,500

PVC Pipework and valves

1,200

UV steriliser

2,700

3 x filter bag housings (bags - 15um, 5um & 1um)

2,500

Centrifugal pool pump

750

Water heater/chiller(fully optioned)

9,540

Floating bead biological filter

3,500

Storage/Sump tank

5,000

Electrician + labourer, Builder + labourer ( 7 days)
Total

The outside tank area
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16,800
49,600

This area will consist of a new water proof structure, 10 metres wide by 12 metres long, supplied by
VP Structures, Brisbane Australia. Website: http://
vpstructures.com.au/frames/all_aquaculture.htm
. It should be secured to the newly constructed
concrete slab. I believe the concrete slab option
is by far the best to support tanks, tubs or work
tables, because of the occasional overflow or spill
will not undermine the tank supports or rust the
structure framework, just to mention a few.

curing bolts. The concrete slab should be 100mm
thick with a thickened edge of 150mm, 1 metre
from the edge, all the way round. The floor will
have 2 drains to allow for the water to be returned
to the ocean and maintain a dry environment to
work on. The floor will have a 2 degree slope towards the floor drains. A membrane should be applied to the concrete slab for two reasons, 1. to
stop saltwater from migrating through the stress
cracks in the concrete and into the steel reinforcement. 2. to ensure a non slip in case of water
pooling on floor.

The concrete slab will have to be 0.5 metre wider
and longer than the structure to allow for the se-

Because the structure framework is galvanised
steel, I suggest the structure be elevated off the

concrete slab by using a 100mm parapet wall, to
ensure the salt water never comes in contact with
it. The steel structure will still require a further
protective coating, to stop any corrosion caused
from the splashing of water and salt air.
The material on the roof and roll up walls will be
clear “solarshield”. It will transmit approximately
85% of the suns rays (UVA, B & C). It will have end
wall vents to allow for cooling in the summer and
in the winter months the walls roll down to close
it up like a greenhouse. By choosing the clearest
material, shade cloth can always be used to tame
the sunlight if it is too strong.

Different size tanks in multi tank areas - JCU

Tanks and equipment
As for tank arrangement inside this area, I suggest
nothing is permanently secured; it should have the
ability to arrange the tanks to suit the experiment
or experiments. All PVC feed pipes shall be over
head and be suspended off the framework of
the structure. Two 4.0 metre duel polyethylene
or fibreglass fabricated raceways could be situated in the middle row and maybe four 2500 litre
aquaculture tanks (from Duraplas NSW, Australia
http://www.duraplas.com.au/aquapoly.cfm ) down
one side and six 1000 litre oval water troughs or
twelve 380 litre round water tubs from Reln Plastics
(http://www.reln.com.au/html/agriculture.
html .) down the other side. A generous 1.5 metre
walkway separating them and floor waste drains,
complete with grates collect the spills, wash down
or tank clean out water, but not the every day
tank flow through water. This should be collected
and piped to small collection sumps at one end.
Raceways are really useful for when divers bring
animals back and need to put them in high oxygenated fresh seawater to de-stress them. They
are also handy for corals, but may need shade
cloth, depending at what depth they had been
collected at.

Different size tanks in multi tank areas - JCU

Air reticulation system
A single high volume, low pressure blower is required to produce enough air to both areas. It will
need a large unrestrictive intake filter and be piped
through large diameter PVC pipes (100mm DWV
pipes). Note: if the air blower system is not required for certain periods, it will require complete
isolation from the salt air environment because
the close tolerance vanes will seize up.

Raceways at Orpheus Island
Research Station, JCU
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Table E. Costs associated with the rehabilitation of an outside tank area.
The Outside Tank Area

Cost AU$

10m x 12m Water proof structure (supply only)

7,876

Concrete slab 11 x 13 metre, 100mm thick with 150mm thickened edge

7,900

6 x Reln 1000 lt troughs

2,800

Block and timber supports

800

2 x polyethylene raceways (Manufactured by Gough Plastics, Aust.)

9,500

4 x 2500 lt aquaculture tanks

5,000

PVC Pipework, valves and collection pipe work

3,500

Membrane on slab to protect steel reinforcement

9,300

Labour by builder + assist. to erect structure (2 men x 3 days)

3,300

Total

50,000

Air reticulation system
A single high volume, low pressure blower is required to produce enough air to both areas. It will need
a large unrestrictive intake filter and be piped through large diameter PVC pipes (100mm DWV pipes).
Note: if the air blower system is not required for certain periods, it will require complete isolation from
the salt air environment because the close tolerance vanes will seize up.
Table F.
Air Reticulation System

Cost AU$

Air blower

1,700

Single phase power outlet

300

100mm PVC DWV pipework to both Wet lab, Outside tank area and Q room

1,500

25mm PVC valves and low density poly pipe to tanks

300

Plumber to run 100mm pipework through out Wet Lab, Outside tank area

2,200

Total

6,000

Store room
The existing store room at the back of the Wet Lab which houses the mains power distribution board
from the generator will be upgraded to allow for some floor to ceiling shelving but still leave a 1.5
metre free space around the entire distribution board. Outside cladding and some framework may need
replacing to bring it up to the standard of rest of the building.
Table G.
Store Room
2 x Dexion Shelving

1,500

Hardiflex cladding and minor structural work

2,500

Paint

150

Builder + assist. and other local labour to erect shelving
Total
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Cost AU$

1,350
5,500

Workshop
A new workshop will be required because of the
planned quarantine room will assume the workshop area. I suggest the use of an old 20 foot
insulated shipping container and construct a lean
to roof off one side for additional workspace. The
container can be simply sat on concrete blocks
and does not require any more than that. To allow
for a better access, do not use the existing container doors, cut a new door way in the side, giving
direct access to the covered workshop area and
give it an all weather protection. If more storage
space is needed then construct another lean to
roof off the other side of the container, complete
with solid or chain wire walls and lockable gates
for security.

20 foot sea container (uninsulated)(JCU)

Power to this workshop will come via the main
distribution box at the end of the wet lab.
Workshop – (insulated container)(JCU)

Table H.
Workshop

Cost AU$

Second hand 20 foot insulated shipping container

3,500

Lean to roof for extra storage etc.

1,000

Room air conditioner (for container)

500

Benches and shelving

1,500

Power to container and outlets including electrician’s time

1,500

Builder + assist. to construct

2,200
Total

10,200

Rainwater Collection tanks
Due to the expansive roof of the wet lab etc.
and the serious lack of rainwater storage on the
island, I believe two new 35 kilolitre poly rainwater
should be situated at the back to collect all this
rainwater at the very least.
MIRC

Demolition of existing structures and equipment
Using local unskilled labour to dismantle, demolish, paint and assist in certain areas will ensure the
trades people are utilised effectively through out
the duration of the project.
Estimate cost only – AU$4,200
Shipping container set up as a store with Dexion
shelving on R.H side
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Table I.
Rainwater Collection Storage Tanks

Cost AU$

2 x 35,000 litre polyethylene tanks

4,400*

Fittings and pipework to connect to existing potable water system

500

Builder + assist. ( 1 day)

1,100

Replacement of roof guttering and pipes to tanks c/w leaf guards

800

Total
* Unknown if 35,000 lt tanks available in PNG.

6,800

Labour cost schedule
Labour costs vary, not only from place to place but the state of the economy or building and construction workers availability can have a large bearing on current labour rates. Therefore my attempt to
supply hourly labour costs are calculated on local (Australian) current contractor rates at the time of
writing. (Table below)
Total Estimated Cost
Other Costs
1. Site plans and detail drawings not included.
An estimated working day = 10 hours
25Mpa Concrete fully laid incl. steel reinforcement

Equivalent Rates in Australia
AU$55 per sq. metre

Electrician and his trades assistant

AU$130 per hour

Builder and his trades assistant

AU$110 per hour

Plumber and his trade assistant

AU$110 per hour
Estimated AU$10 - $20 per hour?

Local PNG labourers

2. Freight costs from Australia to Port Moresby and then across to Motupore Island will be a great
Cost AU$
Table A – Electrical System

56,000

Table B – Seawater System

43,200

Table C – Wet Lab

50,500

Table D – ‘Q’ Room

49,600

Table E – Outside Tank Area

50,000

Table F – Air Reticulation System

6,000

Table G – Store room

5,500

Table H - Workshop

10,200

Table I – Rainwater storage tanks

6,800

Content of local unskilled labour

4,200

10 % of total budget for contingency fund

28,000

Total
Basic conversion from Australian Dollars to PNG Kina
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AU$310,000
@ 23/6/2005

738,234 Kina

deal cheaper if the larger ticket items are purchased in Australia and shipped altogether in a
shipping container, preferably one that could
be used as a workshop as described in Table
H.
3. The Project Managers salary and the hire of
any other consultants that maybe needed
and,
4. Accommodation and living expenses for
tradesmen, Project Manager and labour will all
need to be considered in the final draft.
5. Travel costs for any international contractors
not included.
In Summary
This report identifies the areas of the Research
Station that require specialised equipment,
systems and infrastructure to allow researchers
to successfully complete almost any experiment,
whether it is coral, fin fish, mollusc or any other
marine organisms they wish to research.
The seawater system will provide the best quality
seawater available to ensure good results and this
system is easy to maintain and can give the researchers filtered, non filtered (Raw) or recirculated seawater to most areas. I believe the outside
tank area and its specialised raceways to be very
valuable with the collection of specimens for undergraduate class work, a place for short term experiments or most fin fish experiments. The new
facility will provide several areas for multiple tank
setups for replication experiments.
The option of running the mains power underground will ensure the power poles or falling trees
do not cause power interruptions, not to mention
lightening strikes. Environmentally the generator
shed is in real need of immediate attention and
I implore you to address this situation as soon as
you can.

Alternately to upgrading the generated power
plant, power from the mainland via an underwater cable should be investigated. The capital cost
may be high but it could pay for itself in a short
time, with rising fuel prices.
Given that Motupore Island is close to Port Moresby, I am still somewhat concerned at what
would be the best method of producing quality
concrete slabs. One of the slabs is quite large;
therefore in a situation like this, they could transport a batch plant and the raw material over to
the island and mix it on site. However, fresh water
is not in good supply on the island, as I have been
lead to believe so the Project Manager will have
his work cut out or it will have to be transported
in too. Also I’m unsure if there are any such concrete batching plants are available in PNG.
MIRC has good accommodation for large undergraduate classes and with the upgrade to the wet
lab and outside tanks area will boost interest in
the marine environment, not only from PNG but
also from the overseas visitors too. The complete rehabilitation will definitely rival any island
research station anywhere in the world.
John Morrison
Facility Manager,
The Aquarium Complex,
Marine & Aquaculture Research Facilities Unit
(MARFU)
James Cook University
Contact details:
john.morrison@jcu.edu.au
Telephone: 617 4781 5491
Facsimile: 617 4781 6952
Mobile: 0407 582503

The need for an adequate shelter over the 200
litre drums of diesel in storage will ensure that
the rain water sitting on the top of the drum will
not find its way in. If they are left in the sun, the
drums expand and then at night they contract
drawing in the water through the inlets and outlets, causing massive problems to the generators.
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